ABSTRACT This paper presents a thorough review of transmitarray devices particularly aiming antenna beamsteering, gathering some of the most relevant solutions published by the scientific community in the field. First, the background for realizing 1-D and 2-D antenna beamsteering with a transmitarray is introduced. Subsequently, several examples of unit-cells for transmitarray implementation and complete transmitarray designs presented in the literature are outlined. Each solution is analyzed in detail, identifying the nature of its layout, e.g., based on microstrip patches, frequency selective surfaces (FSS), or metamaterials (MMs), and the method employed to enable electronic reconfigurability, e.g., p-i-n diodes, varactor diodes, or microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). In addition, some models with the capability of controlling the wavefront polarization modes are also included herein since these are the base of hybrid transmitarrays, i.e., transmitarray with both electronic beamsteering and polarization control. Finally, all the models are compared against each other in order to highlight their benefits and limitations, summarizing their main characteristics, such as the frequency of operation and bandwidth, insertion loss, physical dimensions, and maximum beamsteering range, when available.
I. INTRODUCTION
Antenna beamsteering is a very useful and desirable technique in any wireless communication system since it allow to dynamically adjust the antenna pattern and consequently enhance reception [1] . Such feature is crucial to some applications that require tracking of objects and adaptation to dynamic scenarios with multi-path and moving scatterers, e.g. base-station dynamic antenna alignment, wireless back-haul links auto-alignment due to pole swaying and twisting in the wind or mobile user tracking. Since such antenna systems is focusing their energy toward the receiver, it is increasing the useful received signal level and thus, lowering the interference level. I.e. an higher Signal-to-inference Ratio increases the capacity of the system and improves range and the coverage area.
The most traditional manner of implementing beamsteering is by using arrays of antenna [1] - [3] . However, the well-known design limitations particularly regarding to the feeding network implementation, lead to the introduction The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chan Hwang See.
of alternative techniques to perform beamsteering. In 1986, McGrath firstly introduced in his paper [4] a microwave lens with focusing and scanning capabilities, by simply connecting two microstrip patch antennas using vias in both sides of a planar structure, forming a spatial array of microstrip patches, i.e. a transmitarray. Since then, transmitarray has been seen as a feasible alternative to phased antenna arrays and the focus of novel and extensive research nowadays.
Transmitarray [5] - [7] is the conventional name given to structures that can modify the original radiation pattern of a directional antenna source, e.g. horn antenna, when placed at a distance sufficiently away from the its aperture. To the set composed by the structure and the radiating source, it is referred as transmitarray antenna [5] - [7] . Due to their electromagnetic properties, such structures are be capable of modifying the characteristics of the incident Electromagnetic (EM) wave emitted by the source, and perform beamsteering, focusing or even polarization control, by re-transmission of the incident EM wave. Thus, one can imagine a transmitarray acting, in a sense, like a lens, allowing to pass-through the incident wave with an alteration (or not) of its direction of propagation, as depicted in Fig. 1a . The direction to which the incident wave is being re-radiated depends on the design of the structure. These structures are commonly composed by several resonant unitary elements (unit-cells) with a spatial periodicity forming a planar array [5] - [7] . The unit-cells are typically based on simple microstrip patches, or inspired by metamaterials (MM) [8] , [9] and frequency selective surfaces (FSS) [10] - [13] . From a practical point of view, since transmitarray structures are mostly implemented using Printed Circuit Board (PCB) technology [5] - [7] , by etching the unit-cell geometries on a copper covered substrate, they benefit from being planar and thus easy to integrate with other peripherals. Furthermore, they are compatible with Surface Mount Technology (SMT) allowing to reduce the size of assemblies, and finally, since they have the electromagnetic feeding source separated from the beamsteering network, they offer higher degree of modularity to the system as opposed to traditional antenna array. Thus due to their design simplicity and, more importantly, due to the low manufacture costs, they have been extensively utilized for numerous antenna applications.
In order to achieve reconfigurability and enable features, such as electronic beamsteering, polarization control or frequency tuning, transmitarray are typically enhanced by using p-i-n diodes, varactor diodes, radio frequency (RF) or microelectromechanical-systems (MEMS) switches or manufactured using tunable substrates as liquid crystal or graphene. However, each of these methods present advantages and disadvantages, e.g. p-i-n and varactor diodes are widely utilized in transmitarray designs from low RF to around 30 GHz, mostly due to their size, easy integration in PCB and low cost. However, they are limited when operating at high frequencies (above 30 GHz), with insertion loss proportional to the frequency of operation that arise from their intrinsic parasitic parameters (series resistance, capacitance and inductance). RF and MEMS switches are typically more expensive than p-i-n/varactors and prone to failure over time, due to the wear and tear of the mechanical parts. Alternatively, tunable dielectric materials, i.e. materials that can have their electromagnetic properties (in particular r ) manipulated by an external stimulus (bias or voltage), such as liquid crystal and graphene are also employed for transmitarray implementations [14] - [20] . Furthermore, while liquid crystal technology have been successfully employed in transmitarray designs [14] , it is more commonly used in reflectarray implementations [21] - [24] or as grounded substrate for conventional microstrip antennas [25] - [27] . Graphene substrates, on the other hand, are typically used at THz frequencies due to their unique electronic properties as reported in [28] , even though applications in antennas design at microand millimeter-wave frequencies, have already been reported in [29] .
The research on transmitarray has always been paired to the one on reflectarray [30] , [31] . Reflectarray, which operating principle is depicted in Fig. 1b , makes use of the reflection principle (based on Snell's law [30] , [31] ) to modify the properties of the re-transmitted EM wave. In fact, the most significant difference between a transmitarray and reflectarray is that, in the latter, all power is re-radiated independent on the frequency or cell design. If the unit-cells are not matched to the frequency of operation, the elements will have small effect on the array response and the reflecting ground plane will predominate. In the worst case scenario, the reflected wave could have the same direction of the original one [30] , [31] . On the other hand, for a transmitarray, if the structure is not well matched to the free-space or if the unit-cells are not adapted to the frequency of operation, the incident EM wave will be totally reflected back, resulting in no transmission through the structure [5] , [6] . Therefore, a transmitarray is desirable to be the most ''transparent'' as possible, introducing very low loss so the EM field of the propagating wave is not severely attenuated, whereas the reflectarray is desirable to be a perfect reflecting surface so the incident wave can be entirely reflected.
However, although reflectarray have been successfully implemented in [7] , [30] - [36] , the feed blockage remains a challenge in implementation of such type of devices since the feeding source is on the same side of the radiated field. This may be a challenging depending on the final application that can be overcome with the use of a transmitarray.
To this extent, this paper presents an overview of the literature on transmitarray aiming antenna beamsteering. It starts by introducing the theoretical background for antenna beamsteering using a transmitarray. In particular, the mode of operation of 1 dimensional (1D) and 2 dimensional (2D) beamsteering with a transmitarray are described. Subsequently, a dedicated review based on several journal and conference publications, is presented. The overview presents a critical analysis on several electronically reconfigurable transmitarrays for antenna beamsteering, based on microstrip patch, FSS or MM, employing either p-i-n diodes, varactor diodes or MEMS switched to achieve reconfigurability. In addition, several transmitarray models with polarization control capabilities are also included in this paper yielding to the introduction of hybrid transmitarray, with both electronic beamsteering and polarization control capabilities. Finally, the most relevant transmitarray designs proposed by several authors are compared against each other in order to highlight its benefits and limitations. Their main characteristics such as frequency of operation and bandwidth, insertion loss, physical dimensions and maximum beamsteering range, are then summarized.
The paper is organized as follows: section II presents the mathematical ground for beamsteering with a transmitarray; Section III outlines the state of the art on Transmitarray covering in particular transmitarray for antenna beamsteering, polarization control and hybrid transmitarray, that enable both features simultaneously. Finally, the main conclusions are drawn in section IV.
II. BEAMSTEEERING WITH A TRANSMITARRAY A. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR 1D-BEAMSTEERING
The principle of beamsteering using a traditional transmitarray can be compared to the one using a linear antenna array. Figure 2 depicts both configurations for comparison. In a linear antenna array, the phase shifting is applied to the signal in each individual branch using a phase shifter [1] - [3] , whilst in a transmitarray the phase shifting is obtained by controlling the phase delay introduced by each individual elements of the transmitarray, as reported in [5] - [7] , [37] - [56] .
When an incident Electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates through a transmitarray of length l, composed by N elements of periodicity p (Fig. 2b) , it experiences a different phase shifting γ n expressed by (1), after penetrating each of the elements of the array in the steering direction theta (θ),
where
is the wave number in free space. Consequently, the transmission phase α n in the n th element, can be defined by (2),
where α 0 is the phase of the incident EM wave at the input of the transmitarray. Therefore, the re-transmitted wave direction θ can be expressed as a function of the phase difference ψ between adjacent elements, i.e. progressive phase, using (3),
Thus, by varying the phase α n of each array element in a progressive way, the incident wave can be steered to a desired direction θ relative to the normal of the structure, defined by (4),
However, since the phase distribution in the array is applied along a single direction only, the model for a linear transmitarray limits its application to 1D beamsteering. Therefore, the main lobe of the radiation pattern of the original antenna in which the transmitarray is applied, only has the capability to be steered towards the output angle with θ component, as reported in some of the references included in the literature review [14] , [37] - [39] , [47] , [48] , [52] , [53] .
B. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR 2D-BEAMSTEERING
In order to extend the concept to 2-D beamsteering using a transmitarray, it is proposed herein to characterize the model by analogy with a planar antenna array. This vision enable the transmitarray to have the control over the two angular components theta (θ) and phi (φ) of the output angle direction, simultaneously, raising the limitation of 1D beamsteering of the previous model. The transmitarray model for 2D beamsteering is depicted in Fig. 3 .
Built on the theory of planar antenna arrays, presented in [1] and [3] , a progressive phase shift between adjacent elements should occur along the X and Y directions of the M × N array so 2D beamsteering could be enabled. Thus, by expanding from (3), the relation between the two dimensional output directions (θ,φ) and the progressive phase delay, is given by (5) ,
where ψ x and ψ y are the progressive phase along X andY axis, respectively, and p is the periodicity of the p × p array elements. Therefore, a M × N transmitarray would exhibit a relative phase distribution that can be represented by the matrix (6),
where α m,n is the phase delay introduced by each individual (m,n) element of the transmitarray. This representation is proposed herein to facilitate the understanding of the progressive phase along the transmitarray and will be further considered herein.
From this analysis, it can be concluded that the output steering direction (θ,φ) depends on the transmission phase α m,n of each element of the 2-D transmitarray, and similarly to (2) (linear case), the phase shifting in each individual element can be described by (7) ,
where the phase shifting of each element α m,n is a periodic function, and α m,n ⊂ [0, 2π] such as in the 1-D case. Thus, each element of the transmitarray must always be capable to achieve at least 360 • (2π) of transmission phase shift, to ensure a complete control of the output angle. Notwithstanding, in order to directly match the output angle direction obtained from the theory with the output angle direction given either by simulation and experiments, it is proposed, by this work, to apply in the theoretical model a coordinate system conversion from Spherical coordinates (represented by θ and φ components) to Azimuth-over-Elevation (represented by the pair Az/El). Therefore, the mathematical relation between spherical and Az/El coordinates well detailed in [57] , given by (8) , has been applied here: The main differences between both coordinate systems rely on the origin of the axis, as depicted in Fig. 4 . From the mathematical workout resultant of replacing (8) in (5), a generic formula to calculate the output angle direction with Az/El components provided by a 2D transmitarray, is given by (9) ,
III. STATE-OF-THE-ART ON TRANSMITARRAY ANTENNAS A. TRANSMITARRAY FOR ANTENNA BEAMSTEERING
Several examples can be found in the literature for transmitarray aiming antenna beamsteering. They comprise the use of different materials, unit-cells designs and implementation approaches. However, there is one requirement that must be satisfied to use such structures to steer the main beam of an antenna radiation pattern. The unitary element that composes the transmitarray must have transmission phase that can be varied (tunable) up to 360 • (as mentioned in section II-B), while the transmission magnitude (desirably) remains constant over the bandwidth,. Therefore, this section is focused on the review of transmitarray structures and unit-cell elements, with reconfigurable capabilities that enable electronic beamsteering.
1) RECONFIGURABLE BASED ON MICROSTRIP PATCHES
Particularly in [37] , a reconfigurable transmitarray for beamsteering is proposed. The device is composed of a set of patch antennas placed on each side of the array structure and connected by an electronically tunable phase-shifter, where the innovation of the work relies on. The phase-shifter is developed in transmission line technology and consists of a microstrip directional coupler terminated with reflective LC circuits, whose capacitance (C) is controlled by a varactor diode. Consequently, by tuning the value of C, it is possible to selected whether the terminations of the coupler are openor short-circuit and thus, control the phase-shift between the input and the output of the transmitarray. Nevertheless, this solution turned out to be limited in terms of phase range 94174 VOLUME 7, 2019 and since several couplers are cascaded together to overcome this issue, the size and complexity of the phase-shift network is consequently increased. This forced a large separation between the radiating elements, that were arranged in groups of 4 elements and separated by 1.4 wavelengths, leading to the reduction in the scan capability and to the appearing of grating lobes. Therefore, a maximum of 9 • of angular shift is reported on the azimuth plane. The proposed solution presents 700 MHz of bandwidth and 3 dB of insertion losses but such values are advertised for the phase-shifter alone and not for the complete transmitarray. Remarkably in their work, Lau and Hum [5] , [38] - [41] have introduced several models of active unit-cells and of electronically controlled transmitarray. Specifically aiming antenna beamsteering, it is presented and characterized in [38] and further improved in [39] a transmitarray element (Fig. 5a ) that consists of two microstrip patches on either side of a ground plane coupled to a small slot aperture. Each patch is split in half with a small gap in between, and varactor diodes inserted to connect the two halves, while another varactor diode is inserted at the center of the slot, connecting the two sides of the slot. Together, all these parts act as three coupled tunable resonators that provides a variable phase-shift over 360 • with 3 dB of insertion losses, as reported in [39] . However, the losses are slightly increased to 4.8 dB (over the same bandwidth), when the proposed element is composing a 6×6 array and the biasing network to control the varactors are included, as depicted in Fig. 5b [39] . Nonetheless, the developed prototype achieved ±25 • of electronically controlled beam scanning, in azimuth and elevation planes independently, with a broadside directivity of 20.8 dBi.
As alternative, a different unitary element is proposed and characterized by the same authors in [40] . The unit-cell for transmitarray applications explores the properties of proximity-coupled feeding and aperture coupling [1] . In this solution, the array element is implemented with microstrip patches in both sides of the structure separated by a ground plane. Each patch fed a differential microstrip transmission line by mutual coupling. In one of the sides, possess a differential bridged-T phase-shifter composed by varactor diodes and DC blocking capacitors. Both sides of the structure are further interconnected also by aperture coupling through two open slots etched in the ground plane. According to experiments realized on a single unit-cell using the waveguide method, which consists of a sample of the unit-cell enclosed between two waveguide flanges, it is notably achieved a tunable phase range of around 425 • and insertion loss in average of 3.4 dB at 4.86 GHz. This model is however limited by the narrow bandwidth of the radiating elements and such drawback is mitigated, on a final prototype by employing a stack of microstrip patches. The final array element exhibits insertion losses of around 3.6 dB with a phase range over 400 • , but the bandwidth was increased from 100 to 500 MHz at the same central frequency. Subsequently, a 6 × 6 reconfigurable transmitarray composed of active elements of [40] is finally presented and evaluated in terms of beamsteering performance in [41] . The prototype of the transmitarray provides a scanning range of ±50 • in both elevation and azimuth planes, with 2.2 dB of insertion losses and 10% bandwidth (500 MHz) at 5 GHz.
Moreover, in [42] , a novel unit-cell design is proposed and characterized for an electronic control of the wave direction using a transmitarray. It is composed of a passive microstrip patch antenna with U-shape slot etched on the reception plane, and an active patch with an etched O-shape slot in the re-transmission plane, as depicted in Fig. 6a . The active O-shape is loaded with two p-i-n diodes (and in an alternative design with RF-MEMS) that allow to control the transmission phase by alternatively activating diode states. A 15% of bandwidth and around 3 dB of insertion losses at 10 GHz are reported experimentally on a single unit-cell, evaluated using the waveguide method also employed in [40] . Later in [43] , the same unit-cell design using MEMS presents a bandwidth of 16% but 4 dB of insertions losses. In [44] the authors presented a full characterization of a 20 × 20 transmitarray comprising 800 p-i-n diodes and the respective feeding mesh. The prototype is depicted in Fig. 6b . The authors state that the VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. (a) Unit-cell design and (b) transmitarray prototype for antenna beamsteering (images extracted from the work presented in [42] and [44] , respectively).
proposed transmitarray exhibits a 2D beamsteering capability with maximum ranges of ±40 • in elevation and ±70 • in azimuth.
Another unit-cell for beamsteering transmitarray at Ka-band based on p-i-n diodes is presented in [45] . The paper starts by characterizing by simulations a novel unit-cell design. In particular, this novel unit-cell design allows for a 2-bit phase resolution and has an overall size of 5.1 × 5.1 × 1.3 mm 3 (λ/2 × λ/2 × λ/8 at 29 GHz). The unit-cell is composed of six metal layers printed on three substrates as shown in Fig. 7b , of which the ones at the edges are O-slot rectangular patch antennas loaded with two p-i-n diodes for phase control. Similar to other cases already presented [42] , [44] , the p-i-n diodes in each of the antennas are biased in opposite states (one p-i-n diode is ON while the other is OFF). By choosing which diode is ON at a given time, a 180 • phase-shift is achieved. Therefore, by combining the different states of the receiving and transmitting layers, a total of four phase shifts can be achieved (0 • , 90 • , 180 • and 270 • ). The presented unit-cell is used to implement a 14×14 element transmitarray in simulation environment whose beamsteering range is reported up to −40 • , as shown in Fig. 7b .
More recently, in [46] a new unit-cell for a beamsteering transmitarray is presented. Each cell is comprised of four stacked Rogers RO4350B double sided layer, as depicted in Fig. 8a . Since one pair of layers (sub-element) can only achieve 180 • , this arrangement has to be replicated in order to achieve the desired 360 • of phase shift. Varactor diodes are used in every layer to control, electronically, the element phase-shift. Although the paper reports a bandwidth of 1 GHz for the unit-cell at 24.6 GHz, this value is defined by the frequency range in which the phase-shift is above 360 degrees, and not from the S 11 /S 22 filtering response as normally characterized in this type of work. This unit-cell, exhibits then a total insertion loss of around -5 dB obtained in simulation and -12 dB obtained experimentally. Finally in [46] a 6 × 6 transmitarray composed of the aforementioned unit-cell has been built (Fig. 8b) . This transmitarray is able to steer the main beam direction up to ±50 • in both the azimuth and elevation planes, at 24.6 GHz, with a maximum attenuation of 17 dB at the extremes of the steering interval.
2) RECONFIGURABLE BASED ON TUNABLE METAMATERIALS
Transmitarray composed of metamaterials (MM) to perform antenna beamsteering are also reported in the literature. Metamaterials are artificial man-made structured materials able to produce electromagnetic properties (permittivity, permeability and refractive index) which are unusual or non-existent in nature [8] , [9] and such properties can be explored for transmitarray designs.
It is the case of the work described in [14] , [47] and [48] , where 1D beamsteering, i.e. main lobe limited to steering in a single plane, is demonstrated using such type of materials. These works [14] , [47] , [48] suggest new steerable antennas by using controllable MM (electronically reconfigurable) to form the transmitarray. Although implemented with different resonant unit-cell designs, they all respect the same physical principle: tunable refractive index structures are utilized to electronically control the direction of the outcoming wave. The steering is achieved when the refractive index of the MM structure is tuned, leading to a progressive phase distribution along the structure, acting as a linear phased array.
For example, in [14] the authors have developed and characterized an artificial gradient-index metamaterial by designing a fishnet structure on a liquid crystal substrate. The transmitarray was practical validated against measurements conducted at 27.5 GHz. A beamsteering angular range limited to ±5 • was achieved by varying, in a gradient manner, the bias of each array column. According to the authors, the yielded angular range can be enhanced by staking more layers of the one depicted in Fig. 9 . In [47] and [48] , the authors have followed an alternative approach to design their transmitarray. Both presented structures are composed of staked layers of periodically printed sub-wavelength metallic resonators with embedded microwave varactors. By adjusting the varactor diode, the resonant characteristics of the unit-cell is modified controlling, in fact, the associated phase-delay between the first and the last layer of the transmitarray. Consequently, the associated effective refractive index of a single transmitarray element is being adjusted. Accordingly, if a progressive phase between adjacent elements is applied through the array in order to perform beamsteering, the metamaterial exhibits a gradient index of refraction, when seen as a whole.
Therefore in [47] , 6 stacked layers of a double-layer I-shaped unit-cell (Fig. 10a) are suggested as array element, exhibiting 360 • of phase-shift at 1.6 GHz while the varactor is tuned from 0.1 pF to 1.9 pF, with insertion losses of 4 dB (averaged). Bandwidth is not referred by the authors. A continuous scanning range of ±30 • in the azimuth plane is achieved using a full wave simulator. Although it is stated that experimental results obtained on a prototype are consistent with simulation ones, the paper lacks a more elaborated and physically grounded analysis of the results.
Notably in [48] , a complete characterization of a metamaterial transmitarray composed by the unit cell presented in Fig. 10b was performed. In addition to the transmitarray, an array of microstrip patch antennas was also developed to serve as feeding source. The prototype, implemented on a stacked layer structure (Fig. 11a) , presents an angular steering range of ±30 • in azimuth verified under experiments at 4.7 GHz. Some samples of radiation pattern are demonstrated by the authors in their paper and illustrated in Fig. 11b .
Although introduced as metamaterials by analyzing the refractive index of the array element, it can be noticed that such structures are in fact frequency selective surfaces. While the unit-cell presented in [47] exhibits a low-pass filtering frequency response, the unit-cell of reference [48] possesses a band-pass filtering type. Herein, is when the term metamaterials could be misleading due to large ambiguity of the definition. 
3) RECONFIGURABLE BASED ON FSS
Frequency selective surfaces [10] - [13] are, per se, a timely topic on the field of (antennas and) propagation that have been studied for years. A FSS is a spacial filter that exhibits distinct resonant filtering characteristics e.g.: band-pass, band-stop, high-pass or low-pass, that depend on the format and on the dimensions of periodic resonant geometries etched over a metallic coated substrate [10]- [13] . As a spacial filter, these structures are able to allow or block the propagation of an incident EM wave within a specific frequency band and even control its propagation phase.
Much of the work about FSS relies on the study and development of novel unit-cell designs for EM blockage (shielding) or radio coverage enhancement [10] - [13] .
However, new applications have recently emerged by exploring the use FSS in various transmitarray implementations [49] - [56] , [58] and in novel antenna designs [59] - [61] .
For example in [58] , a wide-band transmitarray is suggested by using a FSS of double square rings unit-cells. The authors have demonstrated that the phase-shift introduced by the transmitarray can be varied by simply modifying the physical size of the squares, and such can be further improved by stacking several layers of FSS on top of each others. In fact, the concept of stacked layers separated by an air gap is widely used for transmitarray implemented with FSS since it allows to increase both the bandwidth and the transmission phase of the structure, as thoroughly reported in [5] , [51] , [54] , [55] , [58] .
In particular, some examples can be found in [49] - [53] by presenting reconfigurable transmitarray of FSS for antenna beamsteering. The majority of the work utilizes varactor diodes to electronically control the capacitance of the equivalent LC circuit that characterizes the resonant unit-cell design, as presented by Russo et. al. in [49] - [51] . In their work, a tunable pass-band FSS suitable for beamsteering operations is proposed. The suggested FSS, depicted in Fig. 12a , is evaluated by simulations in [49] , [50] and experimentally characterized in [51] , also using the waveguide method (Fig. 12b) , previously described. The proposed structure is capable of bandwidths ranging from 1% to 10% (with a few modifications in original design) at 4 GHz, with a transmission amplitude that remains above 3 dB within the varactor tuning range. Although the transmission phase obtained from experiments varies by approximately 360 • over the whole bandwidth, making this design suitable for beamsteering, the paper does not include the implementation of a complete transmitarray and respective beamsteering characterization.
In [52] , an active FSS based on the traditional squared-slot design with band-pass filtering characteristics is implemented for antenna beamsteering, as depicted in Fig. 13 . Varactor diodes are used to tune the FSS and control the phase-shift, with range up to 360 • , of a structure composed of 5 stacked layers. In fact, the authors have demonstrated on a physical prototype, illustrated in Fig. 13a , that through different configurations of the bias voltages applied to the varactors, a gradient phase distribution along the transmitarray can be utilized to steer the radiation pattern of a horn antenna. This corroborates with the facts presented for MM transmitarray introduced in last section. Although the work show its merits by presenting a tunable steering range of ±30 • in both azimuth and elevation plans at 5.3 GHz, as depicted in Fig. 13b and Fig. 13c respectively, it is a fact that such scanning angle can only satisfy one steering direction at the time. Therefore, two-dimensional beamsteering, i.e. steer the main lobe to a direction with two spatial components as presented in Section II-B, is still unachievable with this device.
Alternatively in [53] , a tunable FSS with beam steering capability is presented. The FSS is used as a transmitarray with a bandpass characteristic centered at 12 GHz.
FIGURE 12. (a) FSS transmitarray model and (b)
respective unit-cell prototype evaluated using the waveguide method (images extracted from the work presented in [50] and [51] , respectively).
The novelty of the work relies on the FSS design which is composed of capacitive (parallel electrodes) and inductive (vertical wires) structures printed on a BST thick-film ceramic, as illustrated in Fig. 14. The tunability is performed due to the properties of the BST substrate that can be tuned by applying an external electrostatic field across the material, and not by using discrete components such varactors or p-i-n diodes. By applying a DC field between the electrodes of the capacitor, the effective permittivity is reduced resulting also in a capacitance reduction. Experiments realized on a 40 × 40 FSS transmitarray (Fig. 14b) , report a maximum phase difference of 121 • at 12 GHz when the bias voltage is ranging from 0 V (untuned state) and 120 V (maximum tuning state). Within such voltage range, the main beam of a feeding horn antenna is steered up to ±10 • in the azimuth plane, due to the low phase-shift (121 • ) produced by the structure. Although showing its merits, the proposed solution is one of a type in the literature, possible due to the impractical voltage values necessary to apply for tuning the structure and perform beamsteering limited 1-Dimension, in comparison with other state-of-the-art proposals.
To withdraw such limitation, our research group has been working on a reconfigurable transmitarray model for 2D beamsteering. The transmitarray follows the phase distribution proposed by the theoretical model presented in section II-B in order to enable antenna beamsteering in two dimensional planes. With this mindset, it is presented in [54] and further in [55] the characterization of a FSS transmitarray with controlled beamsteering output direction in the two main antenna planes (azimuth and elevation). Firstly in [54] , the theoretical model for 2D beamsteering has been applied on a passive stacked-layer FSS inspired transmitarray. Based on a square-slot pass-band unit-cell layout (as in [52] ), the 2D beamsteering model was tested for several beamsteering angles on a 5 × 5 transmitarray with 5 stacked layers separated by an air gap, at 5.35 GHz. The paper, which also includes a parametric study to evaluate the ideal layer separation distance and the ideal number of layers necessary to achieve a desired phase-shift, reports beamsteering angles up to ±25 • in both elevation and azimuth planes with 3 • of error between simulation and experimental validating the theoretical 2D model. Although beamsteering is set by the value of each of the 50 discrete SMT capacitor loaded in each layer, the several output angles were achieved by hand-soldering the capacitors for each angular configuration.
Subsequently in [55] , the latter model has been improved to enable electronically reconfigurable beamsteering. In the addition to through-layer vias per unit-cell, a sixth layer has been added to accommodate the feeding network, as depicted in Fig. 15a . Varactor diodes replaced the discrete SMT capacitors used in the passive transmitarray of [54] . A beamsteering driver has been developed to control, individually, the overall capacitance value of each of the 25 cells of the transmitarray. As result, beamsteering angles up to ±28 • in azimuth and ±26 • in elevation have been accomplished with the physical prototype of Fig. 15b . Two samples of measured radiation pattern are depicted in Fig 15d and Fig. 15e , for (+15 • ,+15 • ) and (+25 • ,+25 • ), respectively. The reconfigurable transmitarray exhibits insertion loss of 1.6 dB and 4.3 dB in simulation and experiments, respectively. This compares with the experimental results obtained in the passive model by presenting approximately 1.5dB of excess loss at 5.2GHz, due to the intrinsic parasitic effect of the selected varactor diodes.
Another design of FSS-based unit-cells for beamsteering transmitarray is presented in [56] . The unit-cell is based on a C-patch and ring slot loaded with p-i-n diodes (Fig. 16 ) and is composed of two identical substrates with dimensions of 14 × 14 mm 2 . The ring slot is loaded by a rectangular gap and is placed just beneath the gap of the C-patch. In this particular unit-cell, the C-patches act as the receiver and transmitter, while the ring slots act as a phase shifter. The phase shift between the receiver and transmitter can be controlled by modifying the length of the ring slot gaps. In order to change the associated electrical length, each gap is loaded with p-i-n diodes that allow a 180 • of phase shift at 11.5 GHz. However, since both terminals of the p-i-n diodes are short-circuited, a second rectangular gap was introduced in the cell presented in Fig. 16 . This gap is 0.2 mm and is loaded with three 100 pF capacitors in order to the current flow through the gap. The first unit-cell was then simulated in a 12 × 12 transmitarray to verify its beamsteering capabilities. For each of the cells a single bias line is needed to control the ON/OFF state of the p-i-n diodes. Simulation results show that, at 11.5 GHz, a ±40 • in both azimuth and elevation planes is achieved. At the moment there are not experiments on this structure.
B. TRANSMITARRAY FOR POLARIZATION CONTROL
Several transmitarray have been presented in last section all aiming antenna beamsteering. However, transmitarray have also been used to control the polarization of the re-radiated EM, as the ones described as follows.
First introduced in [62] and further in [63] , the authors have presented a transmitarray with the objective of controlling the polarization of the wavefront. The proposed structure is based on microstrip patch antennas, whose elements in the outer side of the structure are physically rotated (α = 0 • , 90 • , 180 • , and 270 • ) relative to the patch feeding point), to tilt the polarization of the re-transmitted wave. The implemented unit-cells and the respective transmitarray are depicted in Fig. 17 [63] . The polarization of the re-radiated wave is forced by tilting mechanically of each unit-cell enabling the developed transmitarray to produce a circularly polarized wave. Since the polarization control is performed through sequential rotation and no other mechanism was implemented to automatically modify the properties of the transmitarray, rather than mechanical movement, the suggested model is considered a passive device.
Following the same approach, a novel passive transmitarray was latter introduced in [64] by the same research group. This particular device exhibits an enhanced unit-cell also based on microstrip patch with etched corners. A prototype of the device measured a broadside gain of 22.8 dBi at the simulated frequency with a 3 dB bandwidth of 20% in Right-hand Cross Polarization RHCP and 3 dB axial ratio with bandwidth of 24.4%.
With a novel unit-cell design and following a slightly different methodology, a novel transmitarray was introduced by Pfeiffer and Grbic in [65] . This design was implemented by using cascading metallic surfaces to provide polarization and wavefront control. Two transmitarray were developed and tested experimentally both based on a quarter-wave plate design that transforms a linearly polarized incident wave into a circularly polarized transmitted wave, by exploring the phase shift created between both faces of the structures. Since the phase difference between two orthogonal E-field components is a quarter of the wavelength (90 • ), when an incident field is linearly polarized at (45 • ) relative to its axes, the quarter-wave plate converts the transmitted field to circular polarization.
In [66] another polarization controlled transmitarray has been presented by stacking together several layers of rectangle ring slot unit-cells, separated by an air gap. Remarkably, the proposed device is capable of realizing Left-and Right-hand cross polarizations (LHCP/RHCP), and linear polarization, when excited by a linearly polarized feeding source (Vivaldi antenna). This is achieved due to the enhanced phased control given by the stacked layers but also by varying the size of the unit-cell throughout the array. By varying the X and Y dimensions of the rectangle ring slot element, transmission magnitude and phase shift for both polarizations can be achieved. Therefore, it is possible to perform a change in polarization by adjusting the rotation angles of the feeding antenna through the phase of the linearly polarized incoming wave.
The main difference in the underlying principle between both physical rotated and phase delayed unit-cells is well detailed in [67] . The authors have presented a detailed comparison between both types of unit-cells through simulations and practical validation in two different transmitarray prototypes. Their study reveal that the transmitarray based on physically-rotated unit-cells exhibits wideband cross-polarization filtering characteristics, whereas the one with phase-shifted cells can offer polarization diversity (linear-and cross-polarization) with similar performance to VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 18. (a) Transmitarray unit-cell architecture and (b) photography of the unit-cell prototype (images extracted from the work presented in [73] ).
the former, but limited by 3 dB axial-ratio bandwidth and magnitude of the feeding antenna [67] .
After analyzing the presented examples, both loss and bandwidth may be considered the two major challenges in the design of a transmitarray. Hence, consideration to this aspect should be given at the time of selecting the design layout for a transmitarray implementation, given the project specifications. For example, in FSS-type transmitarray, bandwidth can be easily increased at the expense of using several stacked layers, as already mentioned. However, the overall insertion loss will always be proportional to the total number of layers (and on the properties of the substrate) and, thus, difficult to compensate. On the other hand, transmitarray with unit-cells composed of microstrip patches commonly exhibit limited bandwidth typically associated to such structures [1] , but the insertion loss can be reduced by using amplifiers placed between the inner and the outer faces of the transmitarray. In fact, this technique has already been reported in [68] - [75] , but particularly in [73] , a total average gain of about 7.7 dB is reported for experiments on the unit-cell of Fig. 18 , overcoming the initial insertion loss of 2.6 dB experienced without any signal amplification.
C. HYBRID TRANSMITARRAY
Although the previous transmitarray designs [62] - [66] are not electronically reconfigurable (most are reconfigurable by mechanical rotation means), they yield to the development of hybrid reconfigurable transmitarray with both beamsteering and polarization capabilities.
It is the case of the reconfigurable transmitarray presented in [76] a transmitarray operating at 5.4 GHz with the capability of controlling electronically the polarization and direction of the re-radiated wave. Each unit-cell of the transmitarray is composed of several PCB layers separated by three different substrates, as depicted in Fig. 19 . The face in which the electromagnetic wave is incident (Rx cell), a twolayer stacked patch is adopted. After being received by the Rx cell, the RF signal passes by two cascaded reflection type phase shifters and is coupled to the Transmitter cell (Tx cell) through a metallized via hole. Each of the phase shifter implemented integrate a four-port directional coupler and each port is loaded by a varactor-based tunable circuit in order to achieve the 360 • phase tuning range. The Tx cell is made of a square patch with an O-slot structure loaded with two p-i-n diodes inserted along the x and y directions in order to control the polarization of the outgoing wave. According to simulations, the insertion loss of the unit-cell varies between 1.5 and 5 dB at frequencies around 5.4 GHz, and a cross-polarization ratio higher than 25 dB is obtained. The 8×8 transmitarray prototype is illustrated in Figs 19b and  19c . Experimental results demonstrate that this transmitarray is capable of achieving ±60 • in both azimuth and elevation planes, having a difference of 3.8 dB between the gain of the broadside beam and at the scan angle of 60 • . Experimental results also show that this transmitarray is capable of producing an outgoing wave with circular polarization by controlling each of the p-i-n diodes independently.
In [77] yet another transmitarray with polarization control capabilities is presented by the same authors of [76] , based on the unit-cell of Fig. 20 . The authors have suggested two designs of unit-cells for 1-bit phase resolution transmitarray, to operate around 10 GHz. The most complete design presented by the authors consists of two-layer metallic patterns connected by a metallized via-hole as depicted in Fig. 20a . A U-slot rectangular patch is used in one side of the structure to receive the incident wave. On the other side, a square ring patch with two triangular corners and loaded with 2 p-i-n diodes is utilized to produce circular polarization. The p-i-n diodes were used to dynamically select between LHCP and RHCP. The unit-cell operates under two cases: case 1 -p-i-n diode 1 is switched on while 2 is off; case 2 -p-i-n diode 1 is switched off while 2 is on. Simulated results (Fig. 20b, Fig. 20c ) on the unit-cell were further validated on a 8×8 transmitarray prototype against experimental results (Fig. 20d, Fig. 20e ). While in case 1, the transmitarray converts a vertically polarized incident wave to RHCP, in case 2 the transmission phase of the outgoing wave is also shifted by 180 • . Based on the previous unit-cell design [77] , the same research group have introduced and characterized in [78] , a transmitarray with both reconfigurable polarization control and beamsteering capabilities. Besides of controlling the polarization of the re-transmitted EM wave, the proposed transmitarray also has the capability of realizing beamsteering in a range of ±45 • in both elevation an azimuth planes at 4.8 GHz, exhibiting however insertion losses of 5.6 dB over a small bandwidth of 100 MHz, obtained experimentally on a manufactured prototype.
Similarly in [79] , it has been presented a 20 × 20 element fully reconfigurable transmitarray based on a 1-bit linear polarization unit-cell model operating in the Ka-band . A snapshot of both unit-cells and the reconfigurable transmitarray are depicted in Fig. 21 . The unit-cell is VOLUME 7, 2019 formed in a multi-layer design with a central ground plane (Fig. 21a) loaded with p-i-n diodes to obtain a wide-band constant phase shift between the two phase states. Circular polarization is achieved by using the sequential rotation technique previously described, while p-i-n diodes enable LHCP / RHCP polarization switching. However, due to the control of the phase shift by switching on and off the p-i-n diodes, the control of the direction of the out-coming wave is also possible with reported steering ranges of ±60 • in azimuth and elevation planes.
Finally, in [80] a 1-bit reconfigurable transmitarray that allows control of polarization as well as antenna beamsteering is presented. The unit-cell of the transmitarray is comprised of two H-shaped slots (Fig. 22a ) that behave as receiving and transmitting coupled microstrip patches. The fact that they are orthogonality disposed relative to each other, it allows X to Y polarization transformation (of the incident EM wave). In between the transmitter and receiver slot patches, a feeding network that includes 2 p-i-n diodes is responsible to control the phase difference of the arrangement. When the p-i-n diode 1 is OFF and p-i-n diode 2 is ON (Fig. 22a) , a total phase shift of 180 • is achieved against 0 • phase shift for the opposite case. The proposed unit-cell operates at a center frequency of 12.5 GHz and it has an overall dimension of 8×8 mm 2 (λ/3 × λ/3). According to simulation on the unit-cell, the −10 dB S 11 bandwidth is of 300 MHz for both working cases, with maximum of 0.86 dB of insertion losses (for the case where D1=OFF/D2=ON). The isolation between co-and cross-polarizations is 16.5 dB for the center frequency.
Subsequent to the unit-cell characterization, a 16 × 16 transmitarray prototype has been fabricated and measured. It is composed of 256 individual cells leading to a total of 512 p-i-n diodes to achieve both phase and angular reconfigurability. A x-polarized horn feed is used to illuminate the transmitarray as shown in Fig. 22b . With the presented setup, a total of ±50 • beamsteering is obtained for both elevation and azimuth planes.
It should be noted that some authors consider that the transmitarray are placed at a distance far away from the radiation source aperture (focal distance), whereas others are considered at the vicinity of the antenna source aperture. The ones that are placed at the right focal distance typically exhibit wide beamsteering ranges, since the placement at the focal distance leads to better spillover and illumination efficiencies.
In fact, this is well reported in [81] where the authors have developed a flat lens exhibiting circular polarization and wide beamsteering angular ranges (Fig. 23) . In particular, the focal seems to play distance play an important role in radiation performance, since larger distances tend to reduce aberration and consequently lower beam distortions and improve side-lobe levels. To this end, the authors in [81] have proposed a new feeding technique by implementing a virtual focus using a dual-lens configuration, in order to reduce the overall antenna height. Remarkably, beamsteering angles up to ±50 • , at Ka-band (30 GHz) with an antenna height estimated to be reduced by 20%, due to the virtual focus, has been achieved. In fact, this is different technique to those previously presented, in which a lens-like phase pattern, by means of microstrip patches, is used for beamsteering.
The closer the feed, the higher the oblique incident angle, which in turn affects negatively the illumination efficiency and thus overall steering ranges. However, the transmitarray placed right next to antenna aperture also showed to processing results with the advantage of reducing the overall size of the apparatus.
The references presented in this review of the literature are summarized in Table 1 , listed by their main feature (polarization control and beamsteering), mode of operation (Ppassive, A -active), unit-cell (UC) design format and size, reconfigurability control mechanism, frequency of operation, bandwidth, insertion losses and beamsteering angular ranges with respective steering planes, when applicable.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an extensive literature review addressing antenna beamsteering by using transmitarray. A fundamental overview on the concept of 1D and 2D beamsteering using a transmitarray is presented. With this, it was verified that to perform beamsteering with a transmitarray, the phase in each transmitarray element must be varied, progressively and equally, throughout the entire array much like a phased antenna array. Subsequently, a dedicated literature review is outlined starting with transmitarray developed for antenna beamsteering, wavefront polarization control, and transmitarray that combine both features simultaneity. Particular emphasis is given to active/reconfigurable transmitarray, i.e. devices with the capability of having its characteristics electronically controlled, either by employing active mechanisms as p-i-n diodes, varactor diodes or MEMS switches. Several examples among the literature have been presented and compared, followed by a critical review. Information about unit-cell main characteristics are disseminated including, design layout, e.g. if based on FSS, MM or microstrip patch antennas. Finally, all this information is summarized in terms of useful technical data extracted from the literature such as, frequency of operation, bandwidth, unit/cell dimensions, insertion loss and maximum steering ranges. This review paper demonstrates that transmitarray antennas can be seen as a feasible alternative to the most traditional techniques of beamsteering, overcoming some of its limitations, e.g. it withdraws the requirements of complex beamsteering networks of phased antenna arrays. Since transmitarray are mostly employing using PCB techniques, they will significantly reduce weight, power consumption and the dimensions of assemblies, making them very attractive for inclusion in a large number of applications. Future work may address study of new methods to increase beamsteering ranges, e.g. using conformal transmitarray, while enabling finer angular resolution, polarization control (for polarimetric applications) and beam (de)focusing. New reconfigurable unit-cell designs is of paramount importance to overcome existing limitations, as outlined in this paper, in terms of bandwidth, insertion losses and phase ranges. Of utterly importance is also the extension of the supporting technology from PCB to system on chip (SoC), being one forward leap from vertical (stacked) integration of layers to save space and improve on the massive integration of active components, whilst exploring new designs based on novel electronic biasing (tunable) metamaterials. Finally, beamsteering based on transmitarray is currently well perceived as one of the most important key enabling technologies to achieve multi-gigabit/s peak data rates in mobile radio channels. Emerging 5G systems and beyond may encompass fundamentally new transmitarray designs targeting micro-and millimeter-wave frequencies, small form factors and light-weight solutions, enabling the development of new agile beamsteering and user tracking algorithms. 
